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Dots and Boxes is a pencil-and-paper game for two players (sometimes more). It was first published in the 19th century
by Ã‰douard Lucas, who called it la pipopipette. It has gone by many other names, including the game of dots, boxes,
dot to dot grid, and pigs in a pen.

Strategy[ edit ] The double-cross strategy: An experienced player would create position 3 and win. For most
novice players, the game begins with a phase of more-or-less randomly connecting dots, where the only
strategy is to avoid adding the third side to any box. This continues until all the remaining potential boxes are
joined together into chains â€” groups of one or more adjacent boxes in which any move gives all the boxes in
the chain to the opponent. At this point, players typically take all available boxes, then open the smallest
available chain to their opponent. For example, a novice player faced with a situation like position 1 in the
diagram on the right, in which some boxes can be captured, may take all the boxes in the chain, resulting in
position 2. But, with their last move, they have to open the next, larger chain, and the novice loses the game.
The opponent will take these two boxes and then be forced to open the next chain. By achieving position 3,
player A wins. The same double-cross strategy applies no matter how many long chains there are: If the chains
are long enough, then this player will win. The next level of strategic complexity, between experts who would
both use the double-cross strategy if they were allowed to , is a battle for control: An expert player tries to
force their opponent to open the first long chain, because the player who first opens a long chain usually loses.
If the other player also sacrifices, the expert has to additionally manipulate the number of available sacrifices
through earlier play. In combinatorial game theory , dots and boxes is an impartial game and many positions
can be analyzed using Spragueâ€”Grundy theory. However, Dots and Boxes lacks the normal play convention
of most impartial games where the last player to move wins , which complicates the analysis considerably.
This game is played on a network of coins vertices joined by strings edges. Players take turns cutting a string.
When a cut leaves a coin with no strings, the player "pockets" the coin and takes another turn. The winner is
the player who pockets the most coins. Strings-and-Coins can be played on an arbitrary graph. A variant
Kropki played in Poland allows a player to claim a region of several squares as soon as its boundary is
completed. An intermediate version with the outer left and bottom sides starting with lines is called an
Icelandic board. Gauthier-Villars et fils, pp. Games in Particular, Academic Press, pp. Reprint of publication
by Thomas Nelson and Sons.
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Chapter 2 : Game: Dots and Boxes
The classic dots-and-boxes game try to make more boxes than the computer. To make one side of a box, click on any
two dots next to each other (vertically or horizontally). If you complete a square it is yours, and you get a free turn.

Addicting Games has hundreds of puzzle games and board games to satisfy your cravings, including the latest
titles and all-time favorites that will never go out of style. Test your knowledge in The Impossible Quiz. Pop
for points in Bubble Spinner. Try to fill in the map in 50 States. Or, try to match the entire board in Mahjongg.
With hundreds to choose from, and more added each month, Addicting Games is the best place to play puzzle
games and board games on the web. To find puzzles that match your wits, check out the reviews and ratings
submitted by other gamers. Embed Your Favorite Games: Some of your favorite puzzle games and board
games are available to embed on blogs, Facebook pages, and beyond. Just copy and paste the codes we make
available here. And check back often. We keep the list updated with the latest and greatest free online games!
Have you created fun, challenging puzzles of your own? Send your best to us! We might sponsor it for cash
and put it in front of an audience of millions. Simply upload it directly to our website using the game
submission form. Submit your game here and you could be famous! Addicting Games is the largest online
games site in the US. We reach over 10 million unique users every month comScore. We are trailblazers in the
casual game territory, developing and distributing innovative, irreverent, addictive online games.
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Chapter 3 : 10+ Sample Dot Game Templates | Sample Templates
Dots and Boxes classic pencil and paper online game to play in your browser. It's an html5 app with a sophisticated
algorithm in javascript behind the computer's strategy. 1 player or 2 player.

Show animations not supported on Internet Explorer: How To Play This is a computerised version of the old
classic which lets you play the game online. The aim is complete more boxes than your opponent. You and
your opponent take it in turns to join up two adjacent dots with a line. If any player fills a box they must make
another move. You can play 1 or 2 player. But watch out, the computer strategy is driven by a reasonably
intelligent algorithm! If you like it, do me a favour and help spread the word about it with the buttons to the
left. Or tweet me at dotsandboxes. You might also like my other html5 project crosswordex where you can
compile your own crossword in under a minute and challenge your friends. Expert Play One simple strategy
you should be aware of is the double crossing move. Take all the boxes in a long chain except the last two. Let
the opponent take these and she must give you more boxes with her extra move. But the theory behind the
game is actually quite complex and is all about trying to get control of the board. To get into the details read
the resources at the bottom of this page. New elements are drawn by manually appending elements to the svg
placeholder. Elements are given animinate sub-elements if animations are supported by the browser. There is
some minor housekeeping to make sure that the animations happen in sync and are queued correctly. In order
to keep the browser responsive, the main cpu intensive tree-searching see below is done in a separate
web-worker thread which reports back to the main JavaScript thread every time it completes a further level of
depth. When the time is up or the user forces a move the best move so far is chosen. I use a modification of the
half-edge data structure to represent the board. Each edge of each box is called a half-edge allowing double
counting; thus an edge between two neighbouring boxes will be represented by two half-edges - one for each
box that it is part of. First, I maintain two arrays of size N: Other half-edge Defines the index of the other side
of the half-edge. If there are, I take one and do not bother searching the rest of the game tree. If there is a
broken chain of length not equal to 3 I will eat a square from it If there is a broken loop of length greater than
4 I will eat a square from it If there is a broken chain and a broken loop then I will eat a square from the
broken loop If there are 2 or more broken loops then I will eat a square from one of them If there are 2 or more
broken chains then I will eat a square from one of them After doing this the game will be in one of three states
There are no boxes with only 1 edge left There is one box with only 1 edge left which is part of a chain of
length 3 There is one box with only 1 edge left which is part of a loop with 4 boxes remaining Once this is
done I simplify the game structure somewhat. In the half-edge data structure I only include boxes that have 3
or more edges left. Any boxes of valence 2 will be collapsed. Any any boxes of valence 1 will be represented
by a flag indicating which of the three states above the game is in. So the final data structure consists of Other
half-edge.
Chapter 4 : Dots and boxes game
dots by a line. A player that completes the fourth side of a square (a box) When all boxes have been colored, the game
ends and the player who has colored more.

Chapter 5 : The Dots and Boxes Game: Sophisticated Child's Play by Elwyn R. Berlekamp
Dots and boxes is a very interesting simple abstract game with not an easy strategy to play, this book gives you an idea
how to play this game, amazingly this small game is probably one of the best abstract games, comparable to go and
better than chess.
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Dots and Boxes Game Boards Click on the Dots and Boxes game board templates below to open the corresponding
PDFs in your browser. This sheet has six different Dots and Boxes Game boards: 4 x 4, 5 x 5, 6 x 6, 7 x 7, 8 x 8, and 9 x
9.

Chapter 7 : Dots and Boxes (online game for two players)
The game is played until all the dots become boxes, and the player with the most boxes completed at the end becomes
the winner. Don't be a square You can play Dots on more than just a rectangular grid; play it on a triangular grid or a
hexagonal grid, with three-sided or five-sided boxes.

Chapter 8 : Dots and Boxes - Wikipedia
Remember the dot game? Print out this sheet of dotted paper so players can take turns connecting dots in an attempt to
complete the most boxes.

Chapter 9 : Dots - Free Online Puzzle Games from AddictingGames
Dots - Free Online Puzzle Games Puzzle heads and board game lovers rejoice! Addicting Games has hundreds of
puzzle games and board games to satisfy your cravings, including the latest titles and all-time favorites that will never go
out of style.
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